A continuous flighted conveyor belt (18) is fed product (12) from a transverse direction. As the belt moves the product forward, offset water jets (56) cause some of the items not seated in a flight (20) to be rotated and captured in the flights. Further movement brings the product (12) to a zone where water jets (72) force all items to one side against a registration plate (76). Excess product and items not captured are forced off the surface of the belt by water jets (62) and are carried away to be fed again. A cutting blade (84) is set an appropriate distance from the registration plate (76) to trim product captured and registered. The products are then forced across the width of the belt by repositioning water jets (102) and stop against a second registration plate (104). A belt (82) covering the top of the belt flights (22) prevents items from escaping through the top of the conveyor. Products registered are trimmed on their other end and are optionally cut into segments of regular length by a gang cutter (44) set an appropriate distance from the registration plate.
VEGETABLE TOPPING, TAILING AND CUTTING MACHINE

TECHNICAL FIELD

This invention relates to a method and apparatus for trimming the ends of vegetables, such as carrots, parsnips, cucumbers, celery, zucchini and the like, and optionally cutting these items to prescribed length segments.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Many elongated vegetable commodities such as carrots, parsnips and cucumbers require end trimming and segment cutting to prepare them for processing and subsequent packaging. Since the length of each type of vegetable varies considerably, it is important to remove a measured amount from each end before cutting segments from the remaining product. This is normally accomplished by trimming one end and then sliding the product by some means to an opposite end where the other end is trimmed as well.

As early as 1914, Phinney describes in U.S. Pat. No. 1,098,398 a device where a continuous belt of pockets tips one way and then the other to trim both ends of string beans. In U.S. Pat. No. 3,738,258 Goodale discloses a similar concept whereby a chain of trays tips one way and then the other to trim carrots, parsnips and the like. Zenetti pursues a similar path as shown in U.S. Pat. No. 4,831,925 where he twists a continuous flighted belt from one side to the other as does Chapman in U.S. Pat. No. 5,320,033. Several attempts have been made to tip the conveyor to one side causing the product to slide to a registration stop as in U.S. Pat. No. 3,800,258 of Lent and U.S. Pat. No. 4,367,675 of Boots, but these only trim one end. McKenna discloses in U.S. Pat. No. 5,623,868 a method of capturing product between the flights of an inverted belt and sliding them from one side to the other using transversely running friction belts.

These machines all utilize mechanical means to orient and move their product, which involves a great number of mechanical parts and drives, such as drive shafts, belts, and timing devices. The complexity of these machines typically leads to maintenance problems and subsequent down time. In addition, these types of machines can be difficult to food at a high rate, due to inertia of parts and handling limitations inherent in mechanical componentry, and do not accommodate feed problems well. The present invention addresses the shortcomings of previous machines in a novel way that allows for high production with low maintenance.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

Briefly described, the vegetable trimmer of the present invention comprises a vegetable processing apparatus that includes a conveyor with individual, wide pockets for carrying vegetables in a manner that allows the vegetables to slide laterally within the pockets of the conveyor. The vegetable trimmer also includes a lateral abutment at one side of the conveyor and a water jet for laterally repositioning the vegetables in the pockets so that their ends abut the lateral abutment and the vegetables are positioned to have an end trimmed. Finally, the vegetable trimmer includes cutting means at one side of the conveyor for trimming the ends of the vegetables abutting the lateral abutment. Utilizing a water jet, or other fluid, as a source for laterally positioning the vegetables has the advantage of minimizing the number of mechanical parts needed to accomplish the same thing. As a result, machinery cost and maintenance are reduced, and improved control over the vegetables is achieved.

According to an aspect of the invention, an additional water jet is provided for ejecting from the conveyor vegetables not aligned within the pockets of the conveyor. These ejected vegetables can then be returned to the conveyor for proper alignment within the pockets. Preferably, the additional water jet is positioned to direct water above the pockets to hit vegetables resting on top of flights defining the pockets.

According to another aspect of the invention, a set of alignment water jets are provided upstream of the water jet for rotatably re-positioning the vegetables. The alignment set of water jets are positioned to direct jets of water above the pockets in a manner that causes vegetables resting on top of the pockets to rotate and fall into the pockets.

According to another aspect of the invention, both ends of the vegetables are trimmed by means of a second water jet, a second lateral abutment, and a second cutting means. The second lateral abutment is positioned at the side of the conveyor opposite the first lateral abutment, and the second water jet being positioned to direct a jet of water for laterally re-positioning the vegetables against the second lateral abutment.

According to another aspect of the present invention, the pockets of the conveyor are formed by upright, laterally extending dividers that have sufficient height to capture the vegetables and the cutting means includes a blade positioned above the conveyor. The dividers each include a slot extending down to the surface of the conveyor for receiving the blade as the dividers move past the cutting means. Preferably, the dividers each include multiple slots and the second cutting means comprises a gang cutter for cutting the vegetables into multiple pieces.

According to another aspect of the present invention, the vegetable processing apparatus includes a hold down means for keeping the vegetables within their respective pockets while being repositioned by the water jet. In a preferred embodiment, the hold down means is provided by a flexible material that is draped over the flights.

The present invention also includes a method of processing vegetables comprising the steps of conveying the vegetables along a processing path, directing a jet of water against the vegetables to laterally shift the vegetables against a lateral abutment positioned along one side of the processing path, and trimming the ends of the vegetables that are proximate the lateral abutment.

According to an aspect of the method, the vegetables are conveyed on an endless conveyor with individual pockets for carrying vegetables. The pockets are longer than the length of the vegetables, so that the vegetables can slide laterally of the conveyor within the pockets and against the lateral abutment.

According to another aspect of the method, an additional step is provided of directing additional jets of water against vegetables to reorient the vegetables so that they are properly aligned on the conveyor. Preferably, this step is performed by a set of off-set orienting jets that cause the vegetables to rotate into alignment with the conveyor pockets.

According to another aspect additional jets of water are directed against vegetables not properly aligned on the conveyor in order to eject the improperly aligned vegetable from the conveyor.

The method also includes a process for trimming both ends of the vegetables. After one of the ends of the vegetables are trimmed, a second water jet is directed against the vegetables to reposition the vegetables laterally against
a second lateral abutment, and a cutting device trims the opposite ends of the vegetables.

These and other features, objects, and advantages of the present invention will become apparent from the following description of the best mode for carrying out the invention, when read in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, and the claims, which are all incorporated herein as part of the disclosure of the invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Throughout the several views, like reference numerals refer to like parts, wherein:

FIG. 1 is a general top view of the cutting machine showing the feed end, orienting zone, return zone, trim zone and gang cut area;

FIG. 2 shows an end view of the entry zone where items are captured by a flighted belt;

FIG. 3 shows a top view of the orienting zone where items not seated in a flight are rotated by water jets several times in an attempt to find a flight with enough room for that item to fit;

FIG. 4 shows an end view of the orienting zone shown in FIG. 3;

FIG. 5 shows a top view of the return zone where items not seated in a flight are pushed out of the machine by water jets to be fed again;

FIG. 6 shows a side view of the return zone of FIG. 5;

FIG. 7 shows a top view of the trim zone where the product is pushed by water jets against a registration bar so the first cut can be made;

FIG. 8 shows a side view of the trim zone of FIG. 7;

FIG. 9 shows a top view of the repositioning and gang cut zone where the product is pushed back across the belt by water jets to a second registration bar so the second trim cut and subsequent gang cuts can be made;

FIG. 10 shows a side view of the cross feed and gang cut zone of FIG. 9;

FIG. 11 shows the design of a water jet manifold.

BEST MODE OF CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

Reference will now be made in detail to the preferred embodiments of the invention, examples of which are illustrated in the accompanying drawings. While the invention will be described in conjunction with the preferred embodiments, it will be understood that the described embodiments are not intended to limit the invention specifically to those embodiments. On the contrary, the invention is intended to cover alternatives, modifications and equivalents, which may be included within the spirit and scope of the invention as defined by the appended claims.

FIG. 1 shows the general layout and operation of the vegetable trimmer and cutter 10 of the present invention. Vegetables, illustrated as carrots 12, are fed down an auxiliary feed conveyor 14 and onto a feed end 16 of an upper run of a main conveyor 18, which moves carrots 12 along a processing path 19. Conveyor 18 is a flighted conveyor in that it has elongated transverse pockets 20 defined by dividers or flights 22. The shape and length of pockets 20 are dependant on the type of vegetable being trimmed. For carrots, it is desirable to have long, narrow pockets. Cucumbers and parsnips, for example, may require shorter and wider pockets.

As carrots 12 move along conveyor 18, they sequentially move from feed end 16 into an orientation zone 24, then into a return zone 26, then into a trim zone 28, and then into a gang cut and trim zone 30. After gang cut and trim zone 30, carrots 12 fall from conveyor 18 into a suitable receptacle (not shown).

Briefly, in orientation zone 24, carrots 12 are transversely aligned into pockets 20 by means of water jets 32. Any carrots not properly aligned within a pocket are ejected from conveyor 18 in return zone 26 by means of an angled set of water jets 36. Rejected carrots are returned to feed conveyor 14, either manually or preferably by additional conveyors (not shown). In trim zone 28, carrots 12 are laterally slid to one side of conveyor 18, again by a set of water jets 38, and have one of their ends trimmed by a cutting device 40. In gang cut and trim zone 30, carrots are repositioned to an opposite side of conveyor 18 by means of a set of water jets 42, and then are gang cut by a gang cutter 44, which cuts the carrots into preselected lengths at the same time as trimming the opposite ends of the carrots.

Referring to FIG. 2, carrots 12 are oriented in their direction of travel on auxiliary feed conveyor 14, which accelerates the carrots onto feed end 16 of conveyor 18. Conveyor 14 uses longitudinal ribs (not shown) arising from the surface of its conveyor belt to maintain the orientation of the carrots. The orientation of carrots 12 on conveyor belt 14 can be expected to be equally divided between top first and top first carrots. Regardless, the carrots are accelerated to the velocity of conveyor belt 14 and then released to fall through a natural trajectory onto conveyor belt 18, which moves perpendicular to conveyor belt 14.

Feed end 16 of conveyor 18 includes a curved capture deflector 50, which extends from the far side of conveyor 18, just above dividers or flights 22, to a point above the middle of conveyor 18 and above auxiliary conveyor 14. Carrots that happen to fall between the flights 22 of conveyor 18 have sufficient energy to slide to the far side of the belt and are prevented from bouncing out by capture deflector 50. Carrots that land on top of a flights 22 and carrots that are not properly oriented through their trajectory normally rotate 90 degrees so that their longitudinal axis follows the direction of travel of conveyor belt 18.

As can be seen in FIG. 2, dividers or flights 22 include a series of equally spaced slots 52. The outer most slots 52 are spaced a short distance from the sides 54 of conveyor 18, which distance corresponds to the desired trim of the tips and tails of the carrots. The height of flights 22 should be greater than the height of the carrots, so that the carrots sit down within the pockets defined by flights 22, for reasons discussed later.

Aside from the design of flights 22, conveyor 18 is a conventional conveyor, the design and operation of which may vary, but which will be well known to those skilled in conveyor design.

FIGS. 3 and 4 show orientation zone 24, where offset water jets rotate misaligned carrots 12 that are not captured in a pocket 20. A first set of water jets 32a are positioned on one side of conveyor 18 and a second, offset set of water jets 32b are positioned on the opposite side of conveyor 18. As shown in FIG. 4, water jets 32a and 32b are located above flights 22, in position to direct jets of water 56, 56 against carrots 12 riding on top of flights 22. The first water jets 32a may include any number of water jets 56, as may second water jets 32b, but it is important that jets 32a and 32b be offset. In operation, misaligned carrots 12, which are aligned generally in the direction of travel of conveyor 18 and are riding on top of flights 22, move out of feed end 16 and out from under capture deflector 50. As carrots 12 enter
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Trim zone further includes a roof panel 80 in the form of a belt laid over the flights of the conveyor, which is shown in FIG. 8 but is removed from FIG. 7 in order to show the position of carrots 12. Roof panel 80 spans the width of conveyor 18 and extends from the beginning of trim zone 28, which begins at point 82 just behind return chute 68, down into the gang cutter zone 30.

Cutting device 40 in the form of a rotary cutting blade 84 is positioned to one side of conveyor 18, spaced a short distance from registration bar 76. As best shown in FIG. 8, cutting blade 84 is adjustably mounted on an arm supports 86, which pivot at 87 and can be adjusted relative to a fixed frame structure 88 by means of a threaded bolt mechanism 90. Adjustment of bolt mechanism 90 changes the position of the lower edge of cutting blade 84 relative to the surface of conveyor 18. The gap between cutting blade 84 and registration bar 76 is equal to the distance between the outer most slot 52 in flights 22 and the side of the conveyor (see FIG. 2). As a result, cutting blade 84 extends down through the outer most slots and into the pockets.

In operation, carrots 12 are shifted laterally by water jets 72 against registration bar 76, which acts as a lateral abutment against which the carrots stop. Because roof panel 80 is positioned immediately over flights 22, carrots 12 remain captured within their pockets. Water jets 72 are sufficiently strong to ensure that all carrots within each pocket are shifted laterally. While no more that one carrot 12 is shown in a pocket, the pockets are large enough to handle two or more carrots and water jets 72 have sufficient strength to shift all the carrots in a pocket. The design of water jets 72 is discussed later.

As the carrots move past cutting blade 84, either their tops or tails are trimmed, depending on the orientation of the carrots. The extent the carrots are trimmed can be adjusted by laterally adjusting registration bar 76, which is supported on adjustable support arms 94.

If sufficient water flow is supplied, multiple carrots in each pocket can be correctly registered against registration bar 76 and trimmed by cutting blade 84. Roof panel 80 also ensures that the carrots remain in their respective pockets as they are trimmed. Trimmed pieces of carrot drop into a chip chute (not shown) to be disposed of.

FIGS. 9 and 10 show gang cutter zone 30. Gang cutter zone 30 includes a repositioning jet manifold 100, which creates a series of water jets 102, and a second registration bar 104, which is positioned along the opposite side of conveyor 18 from registration bar 76. Second registration bar 104 extends from cutting blade 84 down past gang cutter device 44, which includes a series of equally spaced cutting blades 107. The lateral positioning and spacing between cutting blades 107 corresponds to the spacing between the slots 52 of flights 22 so that blades 107 extend through slots 52 as flights 22 move past the blades.

Cutting blades 107 are mounted on a rotary shaft 109 that is supported on a pair of arm supports 112, which are, in turn, adjustably mounted to frame structure 88 by means of a threaded bolt adjuster 114.

Second registration bar 104 is supported on a pair of adjustable arms 108, which allow the lateral position of bar 104 to be adjusted relative to gang cutter 44 in order to adjust the extent of tail and tip trimming. Roof panel 80 extends down right up to the leading edges of the cutting blades of gang cutter 44 and thus covers carrots 12 during both cutting operations.

As shown in FIG. 10, cutting blades 107 and cutting blade 84 both rotate clockwise, as indicated by arrows 110. A
5,916,354 conveyor motor 116 powers not only conveyor 18, but also gang cutter 44 and cutting blade 84, by means of a common belt and pulley mechanism 118. Cutting blade 84 and gang cutter blades 107 are rotated at a speed that results in the cutting edges of the blades moving at the same speed as conveyor 18. Since the cutting edges of the blades are in close proximity to the conveying belt of the conveyor, and may at times contact the belt, it is desirable that both the blades and the conveyor move at the same speed.

FIG. 10 also shows a first collection chute 120 for collecting trimmed carrot pieces from cutting blade 84 and a second collection chute 122 for collecting trimmed carrot pieces from gang cutter 44.

Trim zone 30 also includes a stripper plate 124 secured to arm support 112. Stripper plate 124 includes a set of fingers 125 that extend between cutting blades 107 of gang cutter 44 and function to strip wedged pieces of carrots 127 from the blades 107 and back down onto conveyor 18.

Gang cutter 44 cuts carrots 12 into multiple segments at the same time as the untrimmed ends are cut by the outermost cutting blade 107, which is spaced a short distance from second registration bar 104.

In operation, water jets 102 push carrots 12 laterally across conveyor 18 and against second registration bar 104. As carrots 12 move underneath the cutting blades 107 of gang cutter 44, they are severed into equal length pieces and their tips or tails are trimmed by the outermost cutting blade. The trimmed pieces of carrots fall into collection chute 122. The equal length cut carrot segments 128 fall off the end of the conveyor and into a suitable receptacle or onto a downstream conveyor.

FIG. 11 shows a water jet manifold 130 that is exemplary of all of the water jet manifolds described herein. Manifold 130 is a square tubular pipe with a series of drilled holes 132 at prescribed locations. It has been found that for a water pressure of 50 psi, 1/8 inch square tubing with 1/4 inch walls and 1/8 inch diameter holes produces a desirable water jet with sufficient force to reposition the carrots or other type of vegetable.

The vegetable trimmer of the present invention has been described as capable of trimming both ends of somewhat elongated vegetable products. However, the vegetable trimmer of the present invention can also be used solely to trim one end of product. In this embodiment, the products are aligned in the pockets, shifted against a first registration bar and then trimmed. No subsequent re-shifting and trimming of the opposite ends of the products is necessary.

In addition, while the present invention has been described herein as including one or more water jets, it should be understood that fluids other than water or that are partially or substantially made up of water may be used to practice the invention. Accordingly, in the claims that follow, use of the term water is meant to include any fluid capable of creating a fluid jet.

Furthermore, the term “vegetable” as used in the claims is also meant to include broadly any type of vegetable and fruit product.

The foregoing descriptions of specific embodiments of the present invention have been presented for purposes of illustration and description. They are not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the invention to the precise forms disclosed, and obviously many modifications and variations are possible in light of the above teaching. The embodiments were chosen and described in order to best explain the principles of the invention and its practical application, to thereby enable others skilled in the art to best utilize the invention and various embodiments with various modifications as are suited to the particular use contemplated. It is intended that the scope of the invention be defined by the claims appended hereto when read and interpreted according to accepted legal principles such as the doctrine of equivalents and reversal of parts.

What is claimed is:

1. A vegetable processing apparatus, comprising a conveyor with individual pockets for carrying vegetables, the pockets being longer than the length of the vegetables, so that the vegetables can slide laterally of the conveyor within the pockets, a lateral abutment at one side of the conveyor, cutting means at said one side of the conveyor for trimming an end of the vegetables, a water jet for laterally re-positioning the vegetables in the pockets so that their ends abut the lateral abutment and the vegetables are positioned to have an end trimmed.

2. The vegetable processing apparatus of claim 1 wherein, at least two water jets are provided for laterally re-positioning the vegetables.

3. The vegetable processing apparatus of claim 1 wherein, an additional water jet is provided for ejecting from the conveyor vegetables not aligned within the pockets of the conveyor.

4. The vegetable processing apparatus of claim 3 wherein, the additional water jet is positioned to direct water above the pockets to hit vegetable resting on top of the pockets.

5. The vegetable processing apparatus of claim 4 wherein, two additional water jets are positioned to direct water above the pockets for ejecting non-aligned vegetables, one additional jet being positioned to direct water in a direction substantially aligned with the pockets and the other additional jet being positioned to direct water in a direction at an angle to the pockets.

6. The vegetable processing apparatus of claim 1 wherein, a set of alignment water jets are provided upstream of the water jet for laterally re-positioning the vegetables, the alignment set of water jets being positioned to direct jets of water above the pockets in a manner that causes vegetables resting on top of the pockets to rotate and fall into the pockets.

7. The vegetable processing apparatus of claim 1 wherein, the water jet comprises a first water jet for laterally positioning the vegetable so that one of their ends abut the lateral abutment, in position to have either their tops or tails trimmed by the cutting means, and further comprising a second water jet, a second lateral abutment, and a second cutting means, the second lateral abutment being positioned at the side of the conveyor opposite the first lateral abutment, and the second water jet being positioned to direct a jet of water for laterally re-positioning the vegetables against the second lateral abutment.

8. The vegetable processing apparatus of claim 1 wherein, the pockets of the conveyor are formed by upright, laterally extending dividers that have sufficient height to capture the vegetables.

9. The vegetable processing apparatus of claim 8 wherein, the cutting means includes a blade positioned above the conveyor and wherein the dividers each include a slot extending down to the surface of the conveyor for
receiving the blade as the dividers move past the cutting means.

9. The vegetable processing apparatus of claim 9 wherein,
the dividers each include multiple slots and wherein a gang cutter is provided for cutting the vegetables into multiple pieces.

10. The vegetable processing apparatus of claim 9 wherein,
the gang cutter forms part of the cutting means, the gang cutter adapted to cut the vegetable into multiple segments.

11. The vegetable processing apparatus of claim 10 wherein, hold down means for keeping the vegetables within their respective pockets while being repositioned by the water jet.